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Harnessing the power of Analytics
and AI for contract management

dTrax

Organisations no longer have the time to spend hours manually
putting together, negotiating, and managing contract portfolios.

dTrax is an end-to-end Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) solution that improves contracting efficiency, visibility
and compliance through advanced analytics. Using extracted contract-related data and integrating it with business
data, dTrax provides standardised templates, first draft automation and management of full negotiation and
workflow with streamlining the contract management process with all executed contracts in one place.
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The Benefits
Configured to each organisation, dTrax leverages a suite of technologies combined with machine learning
which helps:

Increase efficiency
- quicker contractual
process

Increase compliance
- increased visibility of
terms and conditions

Reduce cost
- streamlined processes
and increased efficiency
unlock additional value

Reduce risk
- minimises risk by
embedding your
organisation’s playbook
with microversion
control and audit trail

Did you know that Deloitte ranked #1 in Analytics globally?
Gartner named Deloitte a global leader in its 2018 report, making it the third year that Deloitte
has been positioned highest in execution. This recognition serves as further proof our scope of
services – which spans science-driven advanced analytics assets, ecosystem relationships with
best-in-class technology providers, and deep industry experience – is driving smarter insights and
stronger results for our clients.

The advanced analytics capabilities within dTrax provide insight into
contract performance and help drive operational efficiency across key
stakeholders.

Contact us:
Deirdre Carwood
Forensic Partner
dcarwood@deloitte.ie
Deloitte.ie/forensic
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